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Why, Child Labor

- No School
- Bad School
- Family Poverty
Responsibility, Child Labor

• Family Tradition
• Social Division
• Political Uncommitment
How to look, to Child Labor

- Moral - natural, sin, crime
- Solution, forbid
How to look, to Child Labor

- Economically, necessary
- Solution, social policies
How to look, to Child Labor

• Ideologically, illogical, waste
• Solution, mental revolution

• EDUCATIONISM
Educationism

• “If you want to look to education you have to look beyond education.”

• Maurizia Tovo, yesterday
Educationism

- Redefine Progress
- as product of Knowledge,
- product of Education.

- Child labor
- is against education....
- against progress.

- Poverty is lack of knowledge

- The world is incinerating its main ressource: knowledge
What to do locally

- Abolish child labor
- Bring all child to school
- Promote good school systems to everybody
Abolish Child Labor & Bring Children to School

• Bolsa Escola Program – conditioned cash transfer to incentive attendance
• Saving account to incentive student promotion
• Parents literacy program
• Good schools
Promote Good School System

• Teachers, head, heart, pocket
• Modern equipments
• Confortable buildings
What to do Globally

• Most countries have no money, no teachers, no buildings, no equipaments
Global Educational Program

• The end of WWII, the world promoted economic development: global institutions, flux of capital, manpower training

• The begin of XXI Century:
  • - global marshall educational plan
  • - global educational coalition – Sudhanshu Joshi
  • - summit on education
Global Adoption

• Adult humankind adopts one generation of young humankined
If not

- Migration
- Warming
- Cultural wars
- Desintegration of human-sapiens species
International Educationist

• We need to create a coalition of the “save the children”, “global march against child labor” any others educationists organization,

• In an International Educationist.